
Key Features 

> Pre-built application data model that 

aligns with Oracle Planning Cloud:  

initial insights with 5 configurable 

business dimensions 

> Data loads via pre-built interface 

specifications 

> Pre-built model content with 

implementation allowances for 

unique configuration:  prescriptive 

starter set of 20 costing rules / 3 

what-if scenarios and 5 Monte Carlo 

simulations, with allowances for 

unique configuration;  10 pre-built 

visualizations and strategic P&L 

reports by every dimension;  security 

provisioning for up to 25 users 

> 25-user Oracle EPM Cloud license 

> 5-week fixed scope deployment 

timelines 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Agile Finance:  Manage and Lead 
Your Business Successfully 
Alithya’s Rapid Profitability and Modeling Insights  

Improve Your Recognize-to-React Time 

Changes in market conditions are inevitable, and the impact of these changes on business can 

be dramatic.  Can you effectively project financial outcomes and understand business 

profitability in a fog of uncertainty?  Leveraging Oracle Enterprise Performance Management 

(EPM) Cloud, Alithya has created TWO time-to-value solutions that highlight performance and 

margin improvement opportunities to empower more timely decision making. 

 

Quickly Model Outcomes with Confidence 

Alithya’s Rapid Modeling Insights (ARMI) delivers scenario modeling capabilities and a full 

financial statement projection model to allow Finance to run profitability, cash flow, and 

liquidity simulations and projections by organization and product category.  ARMI features: 

> A modeling solution that goes beyond the P&L to provide insight into balance sheet, 

cash flow, liquidity, and valuation 

> Robust scenario capabilities that help assess risk and understanding of the full range 

of possible outcomes 

> A comprehensive financial view of your strategic & contingency plans 

 

Understand the “Why” Behind Business Results 

Alithya’s Rapid Profitability Insights (ARPI) delivers strategic Economic Profit P&Ls to highlight 

performance and margin improvement opportunities, enabling business owners to generate 

results FAST:  with Flexibility, Accuracy, Shared methodologies, and Transparency.  The ARPI 

solution will help you: 

> Understand product and segment performance across channels 

> Identify complexity and redundancy across business areas 

> Allocate resources & investments to the most important opportunities 

> Align operations, leadership, and finance execution with corporate strategy 

> Create pro-forma what-if views to assess impact of potential changes  
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Key Benefits 

> Complimentary assessment 

> Pre-built content meets business 

needs with rapid time-to-value 

> Subscription-based fee model can be 

funded by operating budgets 

> Modern cloud application allows for 

finance administration with minimal IT 

involvement 

> Ongoing Alithya services enhance 

finance team skills & capabilities 

> Post deployment support 

> Concurrent or independent 

ARPI/ARMI deployment options 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Us 

ALITHYA GROUP INC. IS A LEADER IN STRATEGY AND DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION IN NORTH AMERICA. Founded 
in 1992, the Company counts on 2,000 professionals in Canada, the United States and Europe. Alithya's integrated 
offering is based on four pillars of expertise: strategy services, application services, enterprise solutions and data 
and analytics. Alithya deploys solutions, services, and skillsets to craft tools tailored to its clients’ unique business 
needs in the Financial Services, Manufacturing, Energy, Telecommunications, Transportation and Logistics, 
Professional Services, Healthcare, and Government sectors. 
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Strategic P&Ls Link Strategy to Execution 
 

Can you explain how your business strategy impacts your financials?  Understanding strategy 

should be everyone’s business, and Finance must link financial results, strategy, and 

operations.  A Strategic P&L helps decision makers run their business while traditional 

Management P&Ls explain What Happened -- not the “Why” and “What should we do?” 

Alithya combines Oracle’s Enterprise Performance Management (EPM) Cloud software with 

leading practices and prescriptive implementation methodology to provide a Strategic P&L 

linking your business strategy with operations, enabling you to face the challenges in today’s 

business environment.  

 

Contact us for a Complimentary Assessment 

Whether focused on the “Why” with ARPI or the “Where and What-If” with ARMI, with a 

Strategic P&L, an organization can answer the following questions: 

 

> Do you understand the true costs of your 
products & services? 

> Are you able to assess the impact on your 
balance sheet and cash flow due to 
fluctuating demand? 

> Do you understand how to reallocate internal 
resources to the most important opportunities 
in the face of changing volumes? 

> Can you run multiple what-if forecast 
scenarios using key business drivers and 
make decisions based on the most likely 
outcomes? 

> Do you understand cost classifications such as 
Fixed/Variable, Direct/Indirect, and 
Operating/Investment? 

> Can you easily layer in an M&A transaction, 
strategic initiative, or large capital project 
into your projections & long-range plans?   

We offer a complimentary virtual assessment that includes the following: 

> Step One:  Onboard your team with an introductory call 

> Step Two:  Conduct virtual workshops 

> Step Three:  Provide sample data & allow Alithya to play back the insights 

> Step Four:  Complete procurement & begin rapid deployment 
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